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We address the primary limitation of the bandwidth to satisfy the demands for address transactions in
future cache-coherent symmetric multiprocessors �SMPs�. It is widely known that the bus speed and the
coherence overhead limit the snoop�address bandwidth needed to broadcast address transactions to all
processors. As a solution, we propose a scalable address subnetwork called symmetric multiprocessor
network �SYMNET� in which address requests and snoop responses of SMPs are implemented optically.
SYMNET not only has the ability to pipeline address requests, but also multiple address requests from
different processors can propagate through the address subnetwork simultaneously. This is in contrast
with all electrical bus-based SMPs, where only a single request is broadcast on the physical address bus
at any given point in time. The simultaneous propagation of multiple address requests in SYMNET
increases the available address bandwidth and lowers the latency of the network, but the preservation
of cache coherence can no longer be maintained with the usual fast snooping protocols. A modified
snooping cache-coherence protocol, coherence in SYMNET �COSYM� is introduced to solve the coherence
problem. We evaluated SYMNET with a subset of Splash-2 benchmarks and compared it with the
electrical bus-based MOESI �modified, owned, exclusive, shared, invalid� protocol. Our simulation
studies have shown a 5–66% improvement in execution time for COSYM as compared with MOESI for
various applications. Simulations have also shown that the average latency for a transaction to com-
plete by use of COSYM protocol was 5–78% better than the MOESI protocol. SYMNET can scale up to
hundreds of processors while still using fast snooping-based cache-coherence protocols, and additional
performance gains may be attained with further improvement in optical device technology. © 2003
Optical Society of America

OCIS code: 200.4650.
1. Introduction

Symmetric multiprocessors �SMPs�1–3 dominate the
server market as the most prevalent form of parallel
processing commercially available. In SMPs, each
address request is broadcast to all processors�mem-
ory modules by use of a shared bus. This address
request is snooped by all the processors enabling a
simultaneous update or an invalidation of cache
blocks,1,4,5 thereby maintaining the cache’s coherency
with low latency. As the number of processors
grows in the system, contention to acquire the bus
also increases. The evolution of faster processors
further aggravates the situation because the shared
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bus cannot run at speeds comparable to that of faster
processors. As the bus speed increases, the proces-
sor boards connected to the bus behave as stubs re-
sulting in reflections3 of bus signals. Other
fundamental problems, such as impedance mis-
match, stray capacitance, �I noise, and crosstalk3,6

significantly affect the speed improvements of the
shared bus. These problems limit the operating
speed of the shared buses to 150 MHz2 in current
systems. Therefore the bus speed and the coherence
overhead limit the rate at which address requests can
be broadcast to all the processors�memory mod-
ules.7,8 This in turn limits the number of processors
that can share the bus by affecting the scalability of
SMP systems.8 This address rate�bandwidth is the
main scaling limit, which cannot keep pace with the
increasing demands of faster and multiple proces-
sors, on the scalability of shared-bus based SMPs.

A. Recent Electrical Solutions

To increase the address bandwidth, several tech-
niques have been introduced. These techniques in-
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clude split-transaction buses,9 multiple-address
buses,8 physically separate address and data subnet-
works,8 and moving from physically shared buses to
logical buses that are implemented as point-to-point
links.8 More aggressive and expensive solutions
with address repeaters and multiple crossbars have
been adopted to increase the address bandwidth by
using a combination of snooping and directory cache-
coherence protocols in the Fireplane2 design from
Sun MicroSystems. While directory protocols1 are
more scalable than snooping protocols, the draw-
backs are the higher unloaded latency due to the
directory indirection and the higher storage overhead
required for maintaining the directory information.
For example, the pin-to-pin latency in the Fireplane
with only snooping protocols is 197 ns when the mem-
ory is on the same board and is 240 ns when the
memory is on a different board. By adding the di-
rectory protocol, the average pin-to-pin latency of a
transaction increases to 330 ns �38%� when snooping
is done in different domains in the Fireplane2 model.
New architectures, such as Timestamp Snooping10

and Asynchronous Caches3 extend the address band-
width and provide an alternative solution to bus-
based SMPs. Hybrid architectures, such as
Multicast Snooping11 and Bandwidth Adaptive
Snooping Hybrid12 improve the address bandwidth
by switching between snooping and directory proto-
cols. While hybrid protocols2,11,12 lower the address-
bandwidth requirement for smaller configurations,
they are still limited by the directory overheads for
larger configurations as explained earlier. Snooping
protocols are faster than directory protocols because
they obtain data quickly without indirection that re-
sults in low latency for the network. By use of con-
temporary electrical interconnect technology, it
remains a big challenge to have a large number of
processors, and at the same time to implement fast,
pure snooping cache-coherence protocols.

B. Optical Interconnects for Address-Bandwidth
Limitation

One technology that can provide high communication
bandwidth, low latency, and scalability is optical-
interconnection technology.6,7,13 The recent ad-
vances in optical-interconnect devices and packaging
techniques such as multidimensional arrays of verti-
cal cavity surface emitting lasers �VCSELs� with low-
drive currents ��1 mA�, low-drive voltages ��2 V�,
low-threshold currents ��10 �A�, high-speed devices
��1 GHz�, uniform device characteristics over the
array, and high device yield �98%�; arrays of photo-
detectors �PDs� with high bandwidth ��1 GHz�, low
noise ��20 fW��Hz�, high drive capability, and large
dynamic range; and waveguide optics14,15 are making
optical interconnects a serious and potentially viable
interconnect technology for parallel computing. The
data transmission rate of a VCSEL is approximately
3–5 Gb�s. An array of such VCSELs enables ad-
dress transmission with data rates in excess of 200–
300 Gb�s.15–17 This could satisfy the bandwidth
demands of future SMPs. Two unique properties of

optics, namely unidirectional propagation and pre-
dictable path delays18 are exploited in this paper to
significantly reduce latency and increase the address
bandwidth. Optical pulses can coexist on the same
optical line without interference if they are suffi-
ciently separated. This enables multiple address re-
quests to propagate within the same waveguide�fiber
simultaneously. It can be argued that in electronic
pipelined address buses, there could be several ad-
dress requests in different phases of address trans-
lation, such as bus arbitration, address transmission,
or waiting for the snoop response. Our contention is
that, in electronic SMPs, only a single address re-
quest is transmitted on the physical address bus at
any given point in time. Optically, we can easily
have more than one address request in propagation
simultaneously as discussed above. These advan-
tages provide us with the impetus to look at optical
technology to develop scalable SMPs with hundreds
of processors while still using snooping cache-
coherence schemes.

This paper proposes an integrated solution to solve
the address bandwidth requirements of large, scal-
able SMPs and to still use fast snooping protocols to
maintain cache coherence with low latency with op-
tical technology. An address subnetwork, called op-
tical symmetric multiprocessor network �SYMNET�
with parallel optical interconnects is proposed with
one-to-many communications. Parallel optical in-
terconnects provide a higher bandwidth-density
product as compared with serial interconnects that
provide a higher bandwidth-distance product.14

SYMNET not only has the ability to pipeline address
requests, but also multiple address requests from dif-
ferent processors that can propagate through the
address subnetwork simultaneously. The simul-
taneous insertion of multiple address requests com-
plicates cache coherence. We have introduced a
modified snooping-coherence protocol, called coher-
ence in SYMNET �COSYM� and verified its correct-
ness by use of several transient states. The use of
transient states is not a new concept because it has
been widely documented, but the transient states in
our architecture are used to solve the write atomicity
along with the snoop response requirements.
SYMNET with the COSYM protocol is compared with
electrical bus-based systems with the MOESI proto-
col with Splash-219 benchmarks.

C. Related Work

Optical bus-based multiprocessor systems by use of
the coincident-pulse technique provide optical solu-
tions to the problems of bus design in areas of address
bus arbitration, device addressing, and data trans-
fer,18 however, the problem of cache coherence is not
discussed. The photobus smart pixel interconnec-
tion system for shared-memory multiprocessors uses
optical buses for broadcasting the address requests,
but arbitration is implemented with electronic
buses leading to the buffering of address requests at
the smart-pixel VLSI chip.20 The Berkeley cache-
coherence protocol is used in the photobus architec-
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ture.1 The constraints of access arbitration is
eliminated in the U-bus7 design for SMPs. The U
bus extends the address bandwidth, but a new co-
herence protocol must be designed to maintain con-
sistency across the caches. In the Speed21

architecture, write requests are broadcast with the
snooping protocol and read requests are unicast
with the directory protocol. The I-Speed coherence
protocol used for this architecture implements a
single owner for dirty blocks to preserve the consis-
tency of caches. Lightning network22 uses direc-
tory cache-coherence protocols in which all
transactions are completed in a single hop and is
constructed as a tree configuration with a wave-
length partitioner at each level of the tree. Optical
networks discussed so far employ serial links to
transmit address requests and data responses be-
tween the source and the destination by use of
wavelength division multiplexing �WDM� technol-
ogy. Moreover, directory cache-coherence proto-
cols are used to maintain the coherency, which
increases the latency as discussed above. The op-
tical solutions so far have not been able to integrate
fast, pure-snooping cache-coherence protocols nor
to significantly improve the address-bandwidth de-
mands to scale the architecture.

2. SYMNET Address Subnetwork

The proposed optical symmetric multiprocessor net-
work, SYMNET, is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1�a�
shows SYMNET consisting of the processing ele-
ments�memory modules and an interconnection net-
work. The interconnection network consists of two
subnetworks: address and data subnetworks. The
address and data subnetworks are separated, which
reduces the design complexity and enables the design
of large scalable SMPs. Scalable data subnetworks
have been studied elsewhere,23 therefore this paper
focuses only on the address subnetwork. The ad-
dress subnetwork consists of two components: a
transport part capable of transmitting multiple ad-
dress requests and a control part that ensures colli-
sionless transmission of these address requests.
The transport part in SYMNET is implemented with
bidirectional couplers�splitters and the control part
is implemented with an optical token. In what fol-
lows, we describe the SYMNET address subnetwork
and then explain how the architecture is imple-
mented.

The address subnetwork follows a two-level hier-
archical architecture design. The first level consists
of grouping a few processors on the boards by use
of intra-board interconnections, and the second level
consists of interconnecting these boards by using
inter-board interconnections. The inter-board and
intra-board interconnections are constructed with a
bidirectional Y-splitter�coupler combination. Time
division multiple access �TDMA� protocol is used as a
control mechanism to achieve mutual exclusive ac-
cess to the transport part. Several TDMA protocols,
such as preallocation-based protocols,24 reservation-
based protocols with preallocated reservation con-

trol,22 and token-based TDMA protocols21 have been
reported. In this paper we consider an optical
token-based TDMA protocol with preallocation to
prevent collision of address requests.

The basic building block of the SYMNET address
subnetwork is shown in Fig. 1�b�. The address
subnetwork is constructed with bidirectional
Y-couplers, which provides two-way address trans-
mission �see the inset in Fig. 1�b�	. The upstream
Y-couplers are used for combining the address re-
quests from the processors. After reaching higher
levels, this address request is rerouted through the
downstream Y-splitters that enable broadcasting of
the address requests to all the processors and mem-
ory modules. It should be noted that the broad-
casting allows a request to reach all processors and
memory at the same time. This is a very useful
feature for the cache-coherence protocol design to be
discussed below. The optical token is a single
pulse generated by the token generator. It pro-
vides a time reference for insertion of address re-
quests into the subnetwork by each individual
processor. The optical token is tapped by the pro-
cessor, which triggers the electronic interface to drive
the address request. The token is delayed by using

Fig. 1. �a� Proposed optical symmetric multiprocessor network
�SYMNET� in which the processors are connected to two subnet-
works; address subnetwork and data subnetwork, �b� overview of a
single board in SYMNET. The processors�memory modules are
connected to bidirectional Y-couplers by optical waveguides�fibers.
The letter i denotes a variable.
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a delay element, which provides sufficient time to
drive the electronics and also ensures that the ad-
dress requests from successive processors are trans-
mitted without collision. The address requests from
different processors are pipelined, which allows mul-
tiple requests to propagate through the address sub-
network. By use of the properties of optics,18

namely unidirectional propagation and predictable
path delays, it is possible in SYMNET to transmit
multiple address requests simultaneously on the
same waveguide�fiber. This is in contrast to all elec-
trical shared-bus solutions, where only a single ad-
dress request is transmitted on the physical address
buses at any given point in time. These address
requests move up the hierarchy and then are re-
transmitted back to all processors and memory si-
multaneously. This ensures that different requests
from different processors are serialized in the global
order of requests needed to maintain memory consis-
tency.1

The optical clock and the token generator are syn-
chronized, thus successive processors receive the token
every clock cycle. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, in cycle 1 as
indicated by the open and numbered squares, the op-
tical token is received by processor 1, which transmits
an address request. During cycle 2, when this ad-
dress from processor 1 is in propagation at the next
level of the address subnetwork, the token is received
by processor 2, which can transmit an address request.
This is shown in the shape of an open and numbered
diamond in Fig. 1�b�. In cycle 3, the address request
from processor 1 is being rerouted with the downward
Y-splitter and at the same time the address request
from processor 2 has moved up the address subnet-
work. The optical token is now received by processor
3, which can transmit an address. In cycle 4, the
address request from processor 1 has reached all the
processors, thereby the address request is broadcast to
all the processors simultaneously. In cycle 5, the ad-
dress request from processor 2 has reached all the
processors. Broadcasting the address request results
in simultaneous reception of the request by all the
processors�memory modules enabling snooping of the
same request, after which appropriate coherence ac-
tion is taken as dictated by the snooping protocols.

3. SYMNET Implementation Details

In this section, we analyze a possible implementation
of optical SYMNET for address request propagation
using parallel optical interconnects, such as VCSEL�
Photodetector arrays, integrated arrays of 2 
 1
Y-splitters and 1 
 2 Y-couplers, and polymer
waveguides�ribbons.

A. Components Required for SYMNET

• Parallel optical interconnects: The key compo-
nent of SYMNET is the VCSEL�PD arrays �transceiv-
er arrays� capable of transmitting at data rates in
excess of 3 Gb�s per channel,15,16 which results in pro-
viding aggregate data rates of several hundreds of
Gb�s.17 The low-cost linear arrays of VCSEL offer a

number of advantages15 over conventional edge-
emitting laser diodes. High-performance GaAs- and
InGaAs-based selectively oxidized or proton implanted
top-emitting, bottom-emitting VCSEL arrays emitting
at 780 nm to 980 nm have been widely reported in the
literature.15,25 Even commercially, several optical
component manufacturers such as Xanoptix, TerCon-
nect, Agilent, Corona, Cielo, Emcore, Infineon, and Pi-
colight17 have developed one- and two-dimensional
transceiver arrays with geometries of �1 
 12, 4 
 12,
6 
 12� operating at the lower spectrum of 850�980-nm
wavelength. Therefore parallel optical interconnects
for short distances are viable options for developing an
optical interconnection network.

• Polymer waveguides�ribbons: Optical poly-
mers are increasingly considered as highly versatile
elements that can be readily transformed into single-
mode, multimode, and micro-optical waveguide�fiber
structures because they exhibit excellent thermal
stability, low optical loss, humidity resistance, low
birefringence, flexibility, mechanical robustness, and
have demonstrated capability in a variety of demand-
ing applications. Acrylate-based polymers,26 devel-
oped by Allied Signals, have shown optical loss less
than 0.1 dB�cm at 0.8 �m. The low loss in these
polymers makes them an attractive material for con-
structing the 2 
 1 couplers, 1 
 2 splitters, and for
routing optical pulses from VCSELs to these couplers�
splitters in the SYMNET interconnection network.
The ability of acrylate-based polymer to be fabricated
on a variety of substrates makes it suitable to be di-
rectly interfaced to micro-optical elements, such as
micro-optical mirrors, 45 deg micro-reflectors, micro-
optical lenses, and also to fiber-to-waveguide intercon-
nect structures. Optical waveguides constructed by
use of other techniques, such as photolithographic
techniques, reactive ion etching, excimer laser abla-
tion, and molding and embossing techniques14,26 have
been reported.

• Arrays of couplers�splitters: The optical
pulses from the VCSELs are routed through polymer
waveguides to arrays of integrated 2 
 1 couplers.
These couplers can easily be constructed with optical
polymer waveguides,26,27 and these couplers are fur-
ther connected to the next 2 
 1 coupler to construct
the address subnetwork.

B. Technology for Integrating Electronic and Photonic
Components

Optical interconnects based on complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor CMOS�VCSEL technology28,29

have been widely proposed for high-performance com-
puting applications. The approach followed in our de-
sign is the most widely used hybrid integration25 with
flip-chip bonding of optoelectronic �OE�-VLSI compo-
nents. The VCSEL�PD arrays can be fabricated on a
GaAs substrate such that the devices are designed to
be back-side emitting because of the desire to flip-chip
bond them to CMOS driver circuits. The n contact
and p contact should then be on the top surface of the
wafer to facilitate electrical connectivity with CMOS
circuits. GaAs substrate can then be selectively
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etched leaving the VCSEL�PD contact pad on the
backside of the wafer and all optical sources�detectors
on the other side of the wafer. The VCSELs and PDs
can now be integrated onto the CMOS driver with
flip-chip bonding28 and substrate removal29 tech-
niques. The passive alignment of VCSELs to
waveguides by placing the alignment pedestals on the
assembly surface at the locations in reference to the
optoelectronic component fiducial marks have been
demonstrated,15 which showed efficient coupling be-
tween a waveguide and VCSEL array. VCSEL-
waveguide coupling by use of 45 deg mirrors has also
been demonstrated,30 where the mirror loss was esti-
mated to be 0.2 to 0.8 dB at 0.83 �m.

The functional details of SYMNET are shown in Fig.
2. On a cache miss, the address request is forwarded
to the address-port controller by the cache controller.
The optical token is generated by a high-powered,
high-frequency �10 GHz� laser source. This optical
signal is split, such that one part of the signal is re-
ceived by the address-port controller and the other
part, is delayed by the delay element implemented by
use of a fiber loop. When the token is received, the
address-port controller forwards the address request
to the transmitter integrated circuit �IC� that drives
the VCSEL arrays. The optical pulses emitted from
the VCSEL arrays propagate through integrated poly-
mer 2 
 1 upstream couplers, reach the root of the
address subnetwork, and is transmitted back by use of
1 
 2 downstream splitters. The address bits en-
coded as light pulses are eventually detected by the
photodetector after amplification and are returned
back to the address-port controller from the CMOS
receiver IC. The received address request is then for-
warded to the cache controller for processing of the
request. In Fig. 2, the interconnection between two
successive processors n and n � 1 on a system board is
shown. Few processors, say 2–4 could be combined at
the intra-board level. These boards could then be
connected to several other boards and a hierarchy of
interconnection can be constructed. SYMNET pro-
vides easy addition of boards without significantly al-
tering the existing architecture, which facilitates
scalability of the address subnetwork.

4. Cache Coherence

Coherence and consistency1 are different aspects of
memory-system behavior, both of which are critical
for executing correct shared-memory programs. In
shared-memory systems, if a processor modifies the
shared-memory location, then this information
should be propagated to all caches existing in the
multiprocessor system either by invalidating or up-
dating the shared location, thus every read should
return the latest write to it. Coherence in SYM-
NET, called COSYM, is modified from the popular
MOESI5 protocol. In SYMNET, an address request
is issued on a cache miss. This request is inserted
into the address subnetwork when the optical token
is received by the processor. The address request
traverses through several Y-splitters and couplers,
and then becomes detectable to all processors simul-
taneously. In SYMNET there is a fixed latency be-
tween the time when the address request is inserted
into the address subnetwork and when this request
becomes detectable to all processors. This is in con-
trast to electrical bus-based SMPs,4 where the ad-
dress request becomes detectable immediately after
the request is broadcast on the bus. Therefore in
electrical SMPs, the cache controller is aware of all
previous outstanding requests in the system at the
time of inserting the new request. In SYMNET, at
the time of inserting an address request, the cache
controller is unaware of other requests propagating
through the address subnetwork affecting the
same cache block for which the request is inserted.
COSYM protocol handles all race conditions that
arise because of the simultaneous propagation of
multiple-address requests by use of several transient
states. In what follows, we discuss the snoop re-
sponse requirement and the implementation of CO-
SYM protocol.

A. Design Space for Snooping Protocols Implemented
Optically

In the electrical networks, the snoop response is im-
plemented by use of two wired-OR lines,1 shared and
owned. The processors sharing the block assert the
shared line if the block is in the shared state, or the
owned line if the block is in any of the following
states: E, M, or O. The shared snoop line could be
asserted by more than one processor. In an optically
interconnected multiprocessor system, if more than
one pulse is inserted into the network as a snoop
response by multiple processors, a collision of snoop
responses from several processors result in an erro-
neous response being received by the requestor as
they operate at the same wavelength. Therefore the
constraint for the snoop response in our architecture
is that it should be a single response from a single
processor. To achieve this, we maintain an owner
for every cache block shared. The owner is respon-
sible for providing the snoop response. In the case of
a dirty block, the owner is the most recent processor
that wrote to that block. In the case of clean block,
there could be several processors sharing the block.

Fig. 2. Shows the interconnection between processor n and n�1
along with the address port controller, optical token ring, delay
element, VCSEL, and photodetector arrays.
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To determine a single owner, MOESI protocol is mod-
ified such that if a read miss request is issued to an E
block, the block is upgraded to O instead of S, and this
makes the processor that was initially in an E state,
the owner of the shared block. This does not change
any other protocol constraints. Reads from the pro-
cessor can still be satisfied and writes will still re-
quire an invalidation transaction to be issued. In
the COSYM protocol, a single snoop-response �high or
low� signal can determine all the relevant informa-
tion required as follows:

Snoop high: A dirty block exists, memory need not
respond to the requestor, and if it was for a read
request, the block is loaded in S state.

Snoop low: No dirty block exists, memory responds
with the data to the requestor, and if it was for a
read request, the block is loaded in E state.

B. Implementation of the COSYM Protocol

States and Events: The stable states in COSYM
have the same function as in the MOESI5 protocol.
Table 1 describes the transient states used in
COSYM protocol. This representation is similar to
the table-based method adopted in the multicast11

protocol. The active�inactive status indicates
whether the transient state reacts to incoming ad-
dress requests. In Table 1, inactive status is indi-

cated by means of an asterisk �*� next to the
transient state. The cache controller reacts to two
kinds of requests, issued either from the processor
or from the interconnect. The address requests is-
sued by the cache controller in SYMNET are read
miss, write miss, and upgrade�invalidation requests.
The cache controllers make transitions based on their
current state and current events. The events that
cause the transitions are an address request being
issued from the processor, the request being inserted
into the interconnect, the request becoming detected,
receiving high�low snoop response for the request,
and finally receiving the data.

Transient state diagram: The transient diagram
of the COSYM protocol in case of a cache miss are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 for read-miss case,
the states indicated with a gray shade implies that
the protocol is not reactive to requests yet. The
white open circles, which are not circled in bold, in-
dicate the states in which the protocol reacts to in-
coming transactions. The text associated with the
arrow from one state to another transient state indi-
cates the event that caused the transition. The

Fig. 3. COSYM cache-coherence protocol using state diagram for
all the transient states when a read miss occurs. The various
events that cause the transition are issuing of address requests,
inserting address requests, visibility of address requests, and re-
ceiving snoop signals and data. The transitions caused by ad-
dress requests made by other processors are indicated IC:Read�
Write Req. The arrow from one transient state to another
indicates either the event that caused the transition or another
processor’s request received from the interconnect.

Table 1. Cache Controller Transient States

Transient
State Description

IE-ads* Invalid, issued read request, has not inserted the
address request into the network

IE-ads Invalid, inserted read request, yet to receive ad-
dress, snoop, or data response

IE-ds Invalid, issued read request, received address,
yet to receive snoop, and data response

IE-d Invalid, issued read request, received address
and snoop response �low�, yet to receive data
response

IS-ads* Invalid, issued read request, yet to receive ad-
dress, data, and snoop response

IS-ds Invalid, issued read request, received address,
yet to receive snoop and data response

IS-d Invalid, issued read request, received address
and snoop response �high�, yet to receive data
response

IO-ds Invalid, issued either read or write request, re-
ceived address, yet to receive snoop and data
response

IO-d Invalid, issued either read request or write re-
quest, received address and snoop, yet to re-
ceive data response

IM-ad* Invalid, issued or�and inserted write request, yet
to receive address response and data response

IM-d Invalid, issued write request, received address,
yet to receive data response

S�O,M-a Owned�shared, issued write request, yet to re-
ceive the address request

II-d* Invalid, next state is known to be Invalid, yet to
receive data response
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transitions due to cache-miss requests issued from
the interconnect are shown with a dotted line. Each
transient state is indicated in the following manner:11

�present state-�next state-�abbreviation- a�d�s.
For example, when a read miss occurs, the transient
state is indicated as: �Invalid-Exclusive �IE-ads�.
Invalid �I� indicates the present state, the next state
is Exclusive �E� and ads stands for the pending ad-
dress, data and snoop response. When the read-
miss request is inserted, the cache is reactive to other
requests issued to the same block. When the ad-
dress request is detected, the state changes to
�Invalid-Exclusive �IE-ds�, which indicates that the
data and the snoop signal are pending. The other
state reachable from IE-ads is IS-ads and IE-ds. IS-
ads indicates that the processor has detected a read-
miss request issued by another processor that has
sequential priority before its own request. When
the address request is detected, the transition takes
place to either IE-ds or IS-ds depending on the pre-
vious state. If the block is in IE-ds and a read-miss
request from another processor is detected, the block
transits to IO-ds. All write-miss requests from the
interconnect will result in the block being down-
graded to the II-d state. When the snoop signal is
received, depending on whether it is high or low, the
next possible states are IE-d, IO-d, or IS-d. Finally,

when the data is received, the block makes the tran-
sition to E, S, O, or I states, depending on the previ-
ous transient state.

In case of a write miss as shown in Fig. 4, the
block may be in I, S, or O states. If a write miss
occurs, the block transits to IM-ad, indicating the
pending address and data. The snoop signal is not
relevant to the issuing processor because it only
needs the data to write to the block. The snoop
signal is still provided by the owner, if one exists, to
the memory controller. Once the write-miss re-
quest is detected, it is serialized in the global order
of requests and transits to IM-d, which indicates
that the data is not received. Any intermediate
read request causes the block to change to IO-d
state. When the data is received, depending upon
the previous state, the block is loaded in M, O, or I
state. If a write miss occurs and the cache does
have a valid block �O�S�, it issues an invalidation
request and transits to O�S,M-a state. The data is
already valid and the processor waits only for the
invalidation request to be detected. When the
cache block is in the O�S,M-a state, if a write re-
quest is issued from the interconnect, the block
transits to IM-ad, which indicates that both data
and address are pending, and the controller reacts
in a similar fashion as explained.

5. Performance Evaluation

A. Simulation Methodology and Architectural
Assumptions

We have chosen Limes �Linux Memory Simulator�,31

an event-driven execution simulator to evaluate the
performance of SYMNET with electrical bus-based
systems considering realistic delays for address and
data transactions. Limes models a single level
cache and a blocking bus. We have extended the
simulator to implement a two-level cache with a split-
transaction bus by merging or delaying conflicting
requests for the electrical system. We assume that
the data network and memory access are contention
free to maximize the effects of the limited-address
bus bandwidth. We compare SYMNET with the tra-
ditional electrical bus-based SMPs implementing the
MOESI protocol with a subset of Splash-219 suite
benchmarks. The electrical SMP considered for
comparison is similar in design to the Gigaplane9 and
StarFire8 models.

Benchmarks: In this study, we use eight bench-
marks, which cover a spectrum of memory sharing
and access patterns from the Splash-2 suite,19

namely FFT with input data set 64 k points; LU with
256 
 256, 16 
 16 block; Ocean with 130 
 130;
Radix with 1M integers, 1024 radix; , Water-
nsquared with 512 molecules; FMM with 16 k parti-
cles; Barnes-hut with 1k particles, and Cholesky with
tk14.0, to evaluate the performance of COSYM and
MOESI protocols. We varied the number of proces-
sors from 2 to 32 to evaluate the performance of SYM-
NET. Unfortunately, owing to the complexities of
full-system simulation, we were unable to simulate

Fig. 4. COSYM cache-coherence protocol using state diagram for
all the transient states when a write miss occurs. Otherwise,
same as in Fig. 3.
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for more than 32 processors for some applications.
However, applications such as FFT, LU, Radix, Wa-
ter and Ocean showed similar trends when simulated
for 64 processors.

Processor�cache parameters: Each node of the
simulated network contains a 1 GHz processor and
has two cache levels, namely L1 and L2. The L1
cache is a 16 kbyte direct mapped, with a 32 byte
block size and a write-through policy. The L2 cache
is 64 kbyte, 4-way set associative with a 32 byte block
size and a write-back policy. Both the caches imple-
ment an LRU �least recently used� replacement pol-
icy. The access time to L2 cache is 4 cycles. The
processor and the cache parameters are kept con-
stant while simulating both electrical and optical net-
works. All first-level cache read�write hits are
assumed to take one processor clock cycle �pcc�.
Throughout this evaluation, we have considered pcc’s
as the base time unit for all measurements.

Electrical simulation parameters: In electrical
SMPs, the address bandwidth is affected by several
factors, such as the bus speed, coherence protocol,
and the number of address buses. In electrical bus-
based SMPs,2,8,9 the processor clock is always a frac-
tion of the system clock rate. For example, in the
StarFire model, UltraSparc2 is clocked at 250 MHz,
whereas the system bus is clocked at 83.3 MHz.8
This implies that the system clock is approximately
1�3rd the cycle of the processor clock. With a 1 GHz
simulated processor, and an improved system clock,
we assume that the system clock runs at 1�6th the
cycle of processor clock. In the Gigaplane9 architec-
ture, it takes 2 cycles to broadcast a single address
request. With the above assumption, it takes 12 pcc
to broadcast a single-address request in our simu-
lated address bus. This single-address request per
cycle �RPC� is denoted in all results as �RPC � 1�. In
the StarFire8 architecture, processors snoop up to two
address requests per cycle using four address buses.
This case is simulated where each processor receives 2
address requests per cycle and is accomplished by re-
ducing the number of cycles required to broadcast an
address request to 6 pcc. This two address requests
per cycle, is denoted in all results as �RPC � 2�. The
data network is contention free and is implemented
by use of a crossbar for both RPC � 1 and RPC � 2
cases. The number of cycles required for data trans-
fer is fixed at 2 electrical network cycles irrespective
of whether the memory or some cache responds as in
the StarFire8 design. This results in 24 pcc for data
transfer in our simulated network for both RPC � 1
and RPC � 2 cases.

Optical simulation parameters: In SYMNET, the
optical token is implemented such that the optical
signal, generated by a laser source, is split as shown
in Fig. 2. One part of the optical signal is detected
by the address-port controller and the other part is
delayed at the delay element implemented with a
fiber loop. Now, we calculate the delay D in trans-
mitting an address request into the address subnet-
work by the address port controller. This delay
should account for the signal detection, optoelectronic

conversion and the time to advancement of address
pulses driven by VCSEL arrays. The delay D is
given by

D �
Sp

vc
� 2.Oe � Gd �

b
mVd

, (1)

where Sp is the distance of separation between the
delay element at processor n and the detector at
processor n � 1, vc is the velocity of light in fibers,
Oe is the latency of optoelectronic conversion, Gd is
the gate delay faced by the token at the address port
controller, m is the number of parallel links, b is the
number of address bits �including one bit for snoop
response�, and Vd is the VCSEL data rate. O-E
conversion takes place when the optical signal is
detected by the address-port controller and E-O
conversion takes place when the address bits en-
coded as optical pulses are driven by the VCSEL
array. It is assumed that a single gate delay is
detected by the address port controller when it re-
ceives the token. Assuming that Sp � 4 cm, vc �
2 
 108, Oe � 75 ps, Gd � 0.2 ns, Vd � 3 Gbs and
with m � b, D is estimated to be 0.88 ns. The
optical token should be detected by the next proces-
sor with a delay greater than 0.88 ns to prevent the
collision of address requests. Therefore, the other
part of the optical signal at the delay element
should be delayed by more than 0.88 ns. Adding
guard time to D, we assume the delay to be 1 ns.
Considering 1 ns as the required delay, we can es-
timate the length of the delay element to be 20 cm
���2 
 108� 
 1 ns	. The delay element is imple-
mented by use of a fiber loop 20 cms in length.
Therefore the time taken by each processor to insert
its address request is estimated to be 1 ns or 1 pcc.
The delay encountered by an address transaction to
be detected is equivalent to the number of stages in
the address subnetwork. This is assumed to be
twice the logarithm of the number of processors
connected in the address subnetwork. The snoop
response also takes a similar number of cycles.
The delay in data transfer for the optical network
depends on the data rate of current multiwave-
length VCSEL arrays. At 5 Gb�s VCSEL data
rate, to transmit a 32-byte block takes approxi-
mately 52 ns ���32 
 8���5 
 109�	, and this corre-
sponds to 52 pcc. The data network considered for
SYMNET is the SOCN23 �scalable optical crossbar-
connected interconnection network�. SOCN is an
optical crossbar constructed by use of VCSEL�PD
arrays and a diffraction grating. The data sub-
network for SYMNET is also assumed to be conflict
free.

B. Simulation Results

We determined the execution time and the average
delay for a cache-miss transaction for SYMNET and
the electrical bus-based SMP varying from 2 to 32
processors.

Normalized execution time: Figure 5 displays the
normalized execution time for a varying number of
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processors for different applications. Normalized
execution time is calculated by considering the max-
imum number of simulated cycles for a given appli-
cation and given number of processors. The
remaining two cases for a given number of processors
are normalized to this maximum value. For FFT,
COSYM shows a 25% improvement over the MOESI
protocol for RPC � 1 and an 8% improvement for
RPC � 2 running for 32 processors. For the LU
application, the improvement in execution time is
around 30–35% for both the cases. The best im-
provement is visible for Ocean application, where the
improvement is over 66% for RPC � 1 and over 52%
for RPC � 2 running for 32 processors. The im-
provement in performance for Radix is 38% for
RPC � 1 for 32 processors. Cholesky and Water-
nsquared applications show lower improvement in
performance for COSYM protocol, with Cholesky
showing an improvement of 5% for RPC � 1 and

water shows an improvement of 16–19% for both
cases. COSYM protocol improves execution time by
20% and 15% for Barnes-Hut and FMM applications
for 32 processors, respectively.

Normalized average latency: Figure 6 shows the
normalized average delay for a transaction to be com-
pleted for both the electrical and the optical case.
The delay in completing a transaction was calculated
from the time the cache miss request was received by
the L2 cache to the time the data was received by the
L2 cache for each processor. The ratio of the total
number of transactions to the total time consumed for
all processors was used to determine the average de-
lay. This delay was then normalized by considering
the maximum average delay for a given application
and then dividing all the remaining cases with this
value. The delay for the single address request per
cycle case was higher than the two address requests
per cycle case as expected. Most applications

Fig. 5. The Normalized Execution time for processors varying
from 2 to 32 for all Splash-2 benchmarks is shown. The execution
time for the electrical bus implementing the MOESI protocol with
a single address request per cycle �RPC � 1�, two address requests
per cycle �RPC � 2� and the SYMNET address subnetwork imple-
menting COSYM protocol is shown. Normalized execution time is
calculated by considering the maximum number of simulated cy-
cles for a given application and given number of processors. The
remaining two cases for a given number of processors are normal-
ized to this maximum value.

Fig. 6. The Normalized Average latency of a transaction for pro-
cessors varying from 2 to 32 for all Splash-2 benchmarks is shown.
The average latency for the electrical bus implementing the
MOESI protocol with a single address request per cycle �RPC � 1�,
two address requests per cycle �RPC � 2� and the SYMNET ad-
dress sub-network implementing COSYM protocol is shown.
Normalized average latency is calculated by considering the max-
imum value of average latency for a given application and dividing
all the remaining cases with the maximum value.
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showed lower delay for MOESI protocol for smaller
configurations. As the number of processors in-
creased, COSYM outperformed both electrical cases.
This is directly attributed to the saturation of the
electrical bus, as the number of processors increases
in the interconnect, the delay to acquire the bus also
increases, thereby increasing the latency for a trans-
action to complete. The COSYM model with a faster
address interconnect and a data crossbar provides
much better performance for all the cases. The re-
duction in latency for FFT with the COSYM protocol
is as high as 76% for RPC � 1 and 57% for RPC � 2.
For LU, the reduction in latency for COSYM protocol
ranged from 51% for RPC � 1 to 25% for RPC � 2.
Barnes-Hut and FMM showed slightly better perfor-
mance for the RPC � 2 condition than COSYM pro-
tocol. COSYM still outperformed Barnes-Hut and
FMM for RPC � 1 condition by as much as 40% and
85%, respectively.

These simulation results clearly indicate that the
proposed optical SYMNET with COSYM as the coher-
ence protocol provide much better support for scalable
SMPs than their electrical counterparts. We mod-
elled realistic delays for current electrical systems and
for our proposed optical interconnect system making
our simulation results significant. Our simulation
studies have shown a 5–66% improvement in execu-
tion time for COSYM as compared with MOESI for
various applications. Simulations have also shown
that the average latency for a transaction to complete
by use of COSYM protocol was 5–78% better than the
MOESI protocol. With theoretical power budget
analysis, it has been shown that SYMNET can scale up
to 128 processors.32 This is a significant improve-
ment considering the largest pure snoop electrical
SMP can support 64 processors.8

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the primary limitation of
address bandwidth in SMPs. As a solution, we
propose a parallel optical interconnect based on
symmetric multiprocessor network �SYMNET� and
a modified cache-coherence protocol called COSYM.
SYMNET improves execution time and reduces the
latency by pipelining multiple address requests
from different processors simultaneously. By use
of the modified Limes simulator, we simulated
SYMNET implementing the COSYM protocol and
compared it with the electrical bus-based MOESI
protocol with Splash-2 benchmarks from 2 to 32
processors. Our simulation studies have shown a
5–66% improvement in execution time for COSYM
as compared with MOESI for various applications.
Simulations have also shown that the average la-
tency for a transaction to complete by use of CO-
SYM protocol was 5–78% better than the MOESI
protocol. The simulation results provide encour-
agement that SYMNET has the potential to match
the bandwidth needs of future SMPs. Parallel op-
tical interconnects and integrated waveguide tech-
nology makes SYMNET a viable solution for SMPs
with distinct cost and performance advantages over

traditional electronics. Greater improvements in
terms of bandwidth, latency, and scalability can be
expected with further improvement in optical de-
vice technology.

Future research will involve techniques to further
increase the address bandwidth by use of wavelength
division multiplexing �WDM�. Each wavelength
will be controlled by a separate optical token, which
propagates through the token ring. Different tokens
are assigned to different memory address spaces and
transmission to a particular address space is issued
at the wavelength assigned to that address space.
These techniques are being pursued to further im-
prove the performance of SYMNET in terms of band-
width and latency.

This research project was sponsored by NSF grant
no. CCR-0000518. We thank D. Litaize and J. H.
Collet for their comments on this work.
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